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Abstract

In music education, thinking is often construed in terms of acquiring conceptual knowledge of musical elements. Research has found, however, that instrumental music educators have largely neglected conceptual teaching and learning. This begs the following questions: What is the nature of thinking in instrumental music education? How should conceptual knowledge be taught and thinking skills be fostered in the rehearsal hall? In this paper, I draw on the writings of Confucius and John Dewey to construct a transcultural theory of thinking for instrumental music education. As I shall show, this theory comprises three facets, namely, experience, reflection, and imagination. This study grounds thinking in instrumental music education by leaning on the philosophical insights of two major philosophers, one each from Asia and the West. It illumines the theory and practice of instrumental music education and contributes to a growing corpus of cross-cultural research in music education relevant to the present globalized world.
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In the music education literature, thinking is often construed in terms of acquiring conceptual knowledge of musical elements such as melody, harmony, rhythm, dynamics, and timbre. This elemental and conceptual approach to music education was in fashion particularly in the latter half of the twentieth-century and has roots in the theoretical writings of Jerome Bruner. In his landmark educational theory titled *The Process of Education* that was written in the wake of Sputnik, Bruner argues that children can grasp fundamental concepts of science and the humanities intuitively even at a very young age. To achieve this, the curriculum has to be designed in a “spiral” fashion whereby foundational concepts and ideas are revisited repeatedly at increasingly higher levels of sophistication. For Bruner, teaching and learning should emphasize subject structure rather than mastery of facts and techniques to facilitate the transfer of learning from one context to another.

Bruner’s spiral curriculum and emphasis on subject structure impacted music education, amongst others, in the Manhattanville Music Curriculum Project (MMCP) in New York and the Hawaii Music Curriculum Program in Honolulu. Although Bruner advocates a de-emphasis on subject structures and stresses the importance of culture in later writings, music curricula based on the National Standards and exemplified in the basal series remain, in Estelle Jorgensen’s words, “profoundly conceptual.” In instrumental music education, a number of publications continue to take a conceptual and elemental approach to teaching. For example, in the internationally circulated *Teaching Music through Performance in Band and Orchestra* series, suggestions are offered for directors to teach the various elements of musical works such as harmony, rhythm, melody, form, and timbre.

A conceptual approach to teaching and learning has attracted attention in empirical research. For example, Robert Noble’s study of elementary school beginning bands found that
students who were taught conceptually showed greater musical understanding than those who were not. \(^8\) Research has also found, however, that in practice, instrumental music educators have largely neglected conceptual teaching and learning. In a study involving middle and high school band directors, Larry Blocher, Richard Greenwood, and Bentley Shellahamer found that directors spent less than 3% of observed teaching time in teaching musical concepts. \(^9\) In a replication of the study with middle and high school orchestral directors, Dijana Ihas found that only 5.3% of rehearsal time was spent teaching conceptually. \(^10\) Robert Carpenter found that junior and senior high school band directors spent only 0.7% of total instructional time teaching cognitive knowledge, and Jennifer Whitaker found that out of eight recorded rehearsal excerpts of high school band rehearsals, only two included concept teaching. \(^11\) In Asia, Tian Tee Lee found that only 30% of a sample of band students in Singapore could pass a quiz that tested their knowledge of rudimentary musical concepts. \(^12\) For Thomas Trimborn, the lack of teaching for conceptual understanding is due to the fact that instrumental directors tend to emphasize the technical aspects of performance at the expense of conceptual understanding. \(^13\) Such a lack of teaching for cognitive understanding is serious as it may lead to what Leonore Pogonowski laments as the phenomenon of students sitting through entire rehearsals knowing only their own parts. \(^14\) Without teaching conceptually, students may not be learning enough from large instrumental ensembles.

For Jorgensen, however, efforts founded on Bruner’s cyclical theory such as the MMCP have not been particularly successful. \(^15\) Drawing on personal experience, she notes the difficulties she encountered while trying to apply MMCP ideas to the Milton Williams Junior High School Project in Canada. In particular, she found it challenging to synthesize the students’ musical experience with the developmental concepts suggested by the MMCP, and music theory
tended to dominate the school curriculum. For Jorgensen, a spiral approach to music education with its hierarchy of ever “higher” and increasingly abstract understandings renders reason primary, favors the mind over the heart, and logical thought over intuition. In like vein, Merryl Goldberg and Carol Scott-Kassner note that the result of an emphasis on conceptual teaching based on Bruner’s theoretical principles “was a shift more and more to treating music as an object for study and contemplation.”

The issues noted above raise the following research questions that lie at the heart of this study: What is the nature of thinking in instrumental music education? How should conceptual knowledge be taught and thinking skills be fostered in the rehearsal hall? Given the importance of these questions, a theory of thinking specific to instrumental music education is needed to ground practice.

In this paper, I draw on the writings of Confucius and John Dewey, in particular, their epistemologies (that is, theories of knowledge) and theories of thinking, to construct a transcultural theory of thinking for instrumental music education. These philosophers were selected for three reasons. First, they theorized richly on the nature of thinking and what it means to acquire knowledge—issues that pertain to my research questions. Second, their ideas have shaped thinking in many parts of the world, including Asia, America, Europe, and Australia, places where educational orchestras and bands are vibrant today. Third, although separated by cultural borders, space, and time, their ideas often resonate and mutually reinforce each other. A synthesis of their ideas, therefore, establishes a firm theoretical underpinning on which to rest practice for bands and orchestras in Asia and the West. In the three major sections that follow, I unpack Confucius’ and Dewey’s ideas in turn, and then synthesize the major themes into a transcultural theory of thinking for instrumental music education, with illustrations of its
practical implications in the rehearsal hall. As I shall show, this theory comprises three facets: experience, reflection, and imagination.

Confucius

A passage from the *Analects* serves as my point of departure:

子曰：「學而不思則罔，思而不學則殆。」

The Master said: Learning (*xue* 學) without due reflection (*si* 思) leads to perplexity; reflection without learning leads to perilous circumstances.22

Two characters necessitate close analysis. The first character, *xue* (學), translates as “to learn” or “to study.”23 Its meaning in Classical Chinese is wide ranging: it includes learning from the experiences of others24 and to become aware.25 It is not studying or learning in the sense of fact accumulation but leads to practical application. The second character, *si* (思), translates as “thinking” or “reflecting.”26 It is not “thinking” in the Cartesian sense27 which leads to abstract theory; rather, it leads to active doing.28

*Xue* and *si* are inextricably linked. As cited above, learning (*xue*) without thoughtful reflection (*si*) leads to “perplexity”; one will be lost and gain nothing.29 Conversely, reflective thinking (*si*) without learning (*xue*) leads to “perilous circumstances”; again, one will gain nothing from it.30 Knowledge acquisition for Confucius, therefore, is a dynamic and holistic process of active learning and thoughtful reflection. The two constructs are interdependent and constitute a polarity whereby one is always becoming the other.31 Taken together, they inform one’s actions.32

Thinking in the Chinese tradition is inextricably linked to feeling. The Chinese character *xin* (心) refers to the “heart” and the “mind”: the affective cannot be separated from the cognitive.33 In the Confucian tradition, the *xin* (heart-mind) is the organ whereby thinking,
reflecting, reasoning, and feeling happen. According to the Confucian philosopher, Xunzi, thinking is the process whereby the xin chooses among feelings (qing 情), namely, liking and disliking, delight and anger, and sorrow and joy, that are in our nature. It also leads to moral actions that overcome the evil nature of humans. Construed as such, thinking is not abstract theorizing but connected to feeling and doing. In addition, knowledge should always be accompanied by feelings. For example, knowledge of filial duties should also be accompanied by filial feelings, and knowledge of public duties should follow hand in glove with public feelings. In short, thinking, feeling, doing, and knowing are all linked in the Confucian tradition, a notion that Donald Munro terms “clustering.”

In the Confucian tradition, thinking and feeling are not the only ways of knowing; one also gains knowledge through the senses. Although the Greek philosophical tradition harbors a fundamental distrust for the senses and often construes knowing in terms of reason, the Chinese tradition embraces knowing through the senses: the character 知 (zhi) refers to both knowing and sensory awareness. Notwithstanding the importance of perceiving and thinking, there comes a point in which one grasps a sense of the whole. Intuition is a crucial aspect of Chinese philosophy; the Confucian enterprise stresses the cultivation of intuitive moral knowing to enable reading moral imperatives out of ever-changing situations. Like thinking, feeling, and perceiving, intuiting leads to doing in the form of moral actions.

Thus far, I have tried to show how thinking is connected to feeling, perceiving, and intuiting, all of which leads to knowing and doing. This brings me to my final point. For Confucius, all forms of knowing ultimately lead to doing (zhixing heyi 知行合一). When Fan Chi asked Confucius about wisdom and knowledge (zhi 知), Confucius’ reply was simply to “know others” (zhiren 知人), so that one can “raise up the straight, apply them to the crooked, and the
crooked will be made straight,” that is, create a better society. The Confucian emphasis on knowledge as doing should not come as a surprise; after all, Chinese philosophy began due to a need to create social order. For Jana Rošker, knowledge for the Chinese is always linked to its application and action; there can be no theory without practice as the purpose of knowledge is ultimately to harmonize oneself with the world. As Munro explains, to know but not to act is a sign that knowledge is superficial; true knowing always constitutes “prompting to act.” The relationship between knowing and doing is so important for David Hall and Roger Ames that they translate \( zhi \) (知), commonly translated as “to know,” as “to realize” in the sense of “making real.”

Paradoxically, the converse is also true: doing leads to knowing. According to the *Daxue* attributed to Confucius and his disciple, Zengzi, the path towards knowledge is three-fold. It begins with ethical action (gewu 格物), proceeds inwards to the person within, and then out again as the person performs ethical actions. That is to say, that knowledge acquisition begins from experiential active doing. We know this, today, as “learning by doing.” Since one leads to the other, knowing and doing can be construed as a dynamic process whereby one is constantly becoming the other. In short, knowing and doing, in the Confucian tradition, are one.

To summarize, knowledge acquisition for Confucius is a dynamic and holistic process of active learning from experience and thoughtful reflection. In the Confucian tradition, thinking is inextricably linked to feeling, perceiving, and intuiting, all of which lead to knowing and doing, which in turn are interrelated. This is an experiential, reflective, holistic, and non-Cartesian theory of thinking that does not construe dualistic separations between the mind and the body, thinking and feeling, and reason and experience.
John Dewey

In an attempt to clarify the nature of thinking, Dewey relates the story of a man who, in desiring to be a selectman in a New England town, declared to his neighbors, “I hear you don’t believe I know enough to hold office. I wish you to understand that I am thinking about something or other most of the time.” For Dewey, thinking as such refers to anything that comes to one’s mind. In this sense of the word, “silly folk and dullards think.” In another instance, a storyteller was asked if he saw a certain incident happen. His reply was, “No, I only thought of it.” This construal of thinking is not merely anything that comes to one’s mind, as in the previous instance but that which one does not directly perceive with the senses. Yet an even narrower construal of thinking is captured by the well-known phrase “Men used to think the world was flat.” Thinking is no longer understood as something rather fleeting but a belief. However, these beliefs are accepted uncritically, fall prey to prejudices, and dependent on fallible authority. For Dewey, the only type of thinking that is truly educative in value is encapsulated in the phrase “Men thought the world was flat until Columbus thought it to be round.” Unlike all of the above, Columbus’ thought was a “reasoned conclusion.” He did not accept traditional theory unquestioningly but doubted, inquired, scrutinized the evidence, proposed hypotheses, compared theories and facts, and produced evidence for his belief. He engaged in critical thinking or “reflective thought,” defined by Dewey as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it.”

Several parallels can be drawn between Columbus’ thought process and thinking as advocated by Dewey for schools. Columbus did not engage in critical thinking by amassing information in the abstract but began with a real problem of having to convince the Spanish
monarch to support his voyages. In like vein, unlike what tends to happen in schools, thinking, for Dewey, should not be about the acquisition of abstract information or “miscellaneous junk” as he calls it. Instead, thinking should pertain to problems that arise from the student’s experience. With a problem to solve, Columbus went on to engage in systematic inquiry, which Dewey also advocates in the classroom. For Dewey, this comprises inquiry and reflection. While the former refers to trial and error whereby learners propose numerous ideas spontaneously, reflection enables students opportunities to pause, step back, and prevents them from making ill-considered or impulsive conclusions. Notwithstanding the conceptual difference between inquiry and reflection, the contrasts between them cannot be overdrawn as one depends on the other; the term “reflective inquiry” reflects their interconnectedness.

For Dewey, the purpose of reflective thought is to form concepts. The process of conceptualization involves “intension” whereby one identifies particulars and defines terms and “extension” whereby one groups particulars and classifies terms into concepts. Conceptualization aims at obtaining generalizable knowledge and perceiving relationships between phenomena, hence solving problems and enriching experience. Simply put, Deweyan critical thinking begins with a problem, leads to inquiry and reflection, results in conceptual knowing, and culminates in doing directed towards solving the problem. For Dewey, “information severed from thoughtful action is dead, a mind-crushing load.” The relationship between thinking and doing is inextricably linked to pragmatist anti-Cartesianism (that is, against the dualistic separation of the mind and the body) as encapsulated in the term “body-mind.”

In addition to being connected to knowing and doing, thinking, for Dewey, is united with feeling. For Dewey, the notion that scientists and philosophers think while poets and painters feel is fallacious; what they engage in instead, is “emotionalized thinking.” According to Mary
Reichling, Deweyan thought is viewed “as a unity”; there are “no categories, no cognitive and affective domains.” She further notes that this unity of thinking and feeling is central to the experience of art as Dewey sees it and marks the distinction between an emotion and an expression of emotion. While an emotion like rage is “purely impulsive, just a boiling over,” an expression of rage has an intellectual aspect to it (that is, emotionalized thinking).

Thinking is also connected to perceiving. For Dewey, since conception is universal and abstract, while perception is particular and definite, thinking begins with experience. Although this ought to be a “silly truism,” it is often not construed as such. Dewey explains that this is due to the Platonic dualism between experience that is thought to be restricted to the material world of senses and appetite and thinking which is theorized as belonging to a higher abstract world of reason and spirituality. Critiquing the Kantian notion that all “pleasure” except disinterested contemplation consists entirely of personal gratification, Dewey maintains that every experience contains “an element of seeking, of pressing forward” and that contemplation that is “not an aroused and intensified form of attention to material in perception presented through the senses is an idle stare.”

Furthermore, thinking, feeling, perceiving, knowing, and doing are all related to intuiting, defined by Dewey as the process whereby one has “the power to seize as a whole, in a single and almost instantaneous survey, a complete group of circumstances.” As noted by Reichling, Dewey rejects the traditional notion that intuition is fundamentally opposed to reason, arguing instead that the “union of perception and reasoning involved in every act constitutes intuition.” Intuition relates also to feeling, especially in art, where Dewey argues that “the penetrating quality that runs through all the parts of a work of art and binds them into an individualized
whole can only be emotionally intuited.”\textsuperscript{67} Intuition is further linked to the knowing of “ultimate wholes” which are in turn often used as “acts of knowledge” or doing.\textsuperscript{68}

One final connection needs to be made: the interdependence of knowing and doing. Dewey rejects the Platonic separation of theory and practice and what he calls the “spectator theory of knowledge” whereby the knower is a passive observer of fixed and immutable truths.\textsuperscript{69} He posits an alternative cosmology wherein the world of knowledge does not exist in a separate realm from the world of action and argues that modern philosophy should “cancel the isolation of knowledge from overt action.”\textsuperscript{70} As such, doing leads to knowing. This is the basis for the educational theory commonly known as “learning by doing.”\textsuperscript{71}

Conversely, knowing leads to doing. All knowledge for Dewey is instrumental to the enrichment of experience.\textsuperscript{72} Ruth Putnam calls this Dewey’s “instrumental theory of knowledge.”\textsuperscript{73} Dewey illustrates this concept via the example of moral education, claiming that knowledge of morals should result in moral conduct.\textsuperscript{74} Notwithstanding Dewey’s emphasis on doing, Putnam cautions against the common misreading of Dewey as valuing practice over theory and action over knowledge. Rather, Dewey holds them to be so interdependent that each in isolation would make no sense.\textsuperscript{75}

In summary, from a Deweyan perspective, thinking is not about the acquisition of abstract information but about problems that arise from the learner’s experience. It is also connected to feeling, perceiving, and intuiting, all of which results in knowing and doing. Just as Columbus did not accept knowledge unquestioningly, learners ought to engage in critical thinking through a two-step process of inquiry and reflection. This is an experiential, reflective, holistic, and anti-Cartesian theory of thinking that seeks to remove traditional Western separation of the mind and the body, thinking and feeling, and reason and experience.
A Transcultural Theory of Thinking

Having unpacked Confucius’ and Dewey’s ideas on thinking, I proceed now to meld them to forward a transcultural theory of thinking for instrumental music education and illustrate how the theoretical ideas may be realized in the rehearsal hall. This theory comprises three interrelated facets: experience, reflection, and imagination.

Experience. For Dewey, rather than the acquisition of abstract information, thinking and learning should pertain to problems that arise from the student’s experience. This finds resonance in Confucian theory: xue (學) emphasizes learning from experience; knowledge acquisition begins with active doing whereby one learns from solving problems. Herein lies the problem of teaching musical concepts in the rehearsal hall. In the instrumental music education literature, there appear at least two kinds of practical resource books: those that teach directors how to solve (read: fix) problems as efficiently as possible, and those that try to present rather elaborate (read: impractical) teaching guides on how to teach musical concepts. The former treats problems almost as faults that one should eliminate as soon as possible; once something is fixed, it is time to move on to address the next problem, almost like a Ford assembly line.76 The latter seems to assume utopian scenarios where students arrive in rehearsals wide-eyed and ready to absorb grand concepts of musical form and harmony devoid of the real problems that they experience, when the reality remains that in most rehearsal halls, directors and students alike are often confronted with issues of tone, intonation, ensemble, and rhythm amongst others. Consequently, there appears a tendency to separate the fixing of actual technical and musical problems that students experience and the cognitive teaching of musical concepts.

To be fair, it is not always easy to relate problems that arise in experience to the teaching of musical concepts. With looming festival and performance deadlines, it is easy to slip into the
Ford assembly line mode. Conversely, when one makes an effort to teach conceptually, it is tempting to teach musical concepts from pre-packaged resource guides: one begins with the melody, followed by the harmony, then the form, and so on, all neatly presented and systematized by the experts. Neither approach is ideal. In the former approach, students do not learn musical concepts that equip them for life; although the ensemble may sound good if the director is competent in fixing problems, the educational value of large instrumental ensembles remains in question. In the latter approach, students may feel as if they are attending academic lectures rather than rehearsals; after all, students attend rehearsals wanting to play on their instruments rather than read form diagrams. Furthermore, when musical elements are presented separately, as they often are in texts, they become decontextualized, even sterilized.

Leaning on insights by Confucius and Dewey, a third approach might be to ensure that the teaching of musical concepts in instrumental ensemble is firmly rooted in problems that arise from the students’ experience. Take, for example, a high school band director by the name of Ms. Livingston. When Ms. Livingston’s band sounds unbearably out of tune in a diminished seventh chord, she does not simply fish out the tuner to fix the problem. Instead, she transforms the intonation problem into a teachable moment where she could teach musical concepts. She poses the questions: “Why does this chord present intonation challenges?” “In what ways does it sound different from the major chord?” “How many of you have accidentals on your part when playing this chord?” Through problematizing knowledge, Ms. Livingston leads students into learning the concept of the diminished seventh chord: there are four pitches instead of three, and they are set in minor third relationships. To make the chord sound in tune, players must match pitch and ensure that all four pitches are of equal volume. Upon teaching the concept of the diminished seventh chord and how they ought to be tuned in an ensemble, Ms. Livingston
reinforces the concept by having the students perform them in varied repetitions, such as different inversions, arpeggios, and calls and responses. In providing opportunities for active doing, Ms. Livingston aligns her teaching philosophies with Confucius and Dewey who both emphasize the interrelatedness of thinking, knowing, and doing.

It can be seen, therefore, that Ms. Livingston situates conceptual learning in experience. Her students are able to relate conceptual knowledge of the diminished seventh chord to the practical world of music making as the need to learn the concept was created by a real-life problem and not presented in a decontextualized textbook fashion. To recapitulate Dewey, thinking begins with experience; in turn, thinking leads to further doing firmly rooted in human experience. Ms. Livingston’s intonation problem was fixed yet her students learned generalizable concepts of diminished seventh chords, balance, and intonation that they can transfer to other musical situations. In so doing, she increases the educational and musical value of instrumental music education.

Reflection. Both Confucius and Dewey construe thinking in terms of a dual-phase model. For Confucius, thinking involves two interdependent constructs: active learning (xue 学) and thoughtful reflection (si 思). This view resonates with Dewey’s theory of thinking that comprises a similar two-part process: inquiry and reflection. In particular, reflection is emphasized by both philosophers. One learns and inquires but requires reflection for thinking and learning to happen. Without reflection, students are not given space to think and to learn.

Confucius’ and Dewey’s common emphasis on reflection seem at odds with the “10-second rule” whereby students play on their instruments as often as possible and directors stop for no more than ten to twenty seconds each time. This is based on the assumption that students have short attention spans and would grow restless if given too much downtime. However,
although there are obvious benefits for rehearsals to be relatively fast-paced with plenty of opportunities for students to play on their instruments, a strict adherence to the “10-second rule” offers no room for reflection in the rehearsal hall. The rule is further problematic in emphasizing the duration of downtime over its content. It also assumes that any time not spent on performing is teacher talk: “I quickly diagnose a problem, give instruction, and start the ensemble playing again.” The emphasis is on the teacher and what the teacher does and says. What about moments of silence for reflection and thinking? Or space for students to ask questions? Too much emphasis has been on the quantity of non-performance downtime, too little on its quality. What one chooses to fill non-performance downtime with is more crucial than a superficial measure of its duration.

Clearly, directors must be willing to forgo the ten-second rule to make space for reflection. Within a rehearsal environment that is largely efficient with time mostly given for students to perform, time to reflect may be included artfully and judiciously to add variety to the rehearsal atmosphere and allow thinking and learning to take place. Upon teaching the diminished seventh chord, Ms. Livingston provides space for the students to reflect on what they learned. She asks: “Now that we have tuned the chord, how does it sound to you?” “Have you encountered this chord in other pieces of music?” In providing space for thoughtful reflection, Ms. Livingston allows learning to consolidate. Her students retain the concept of the diminished seventh chord and are better able to apply it in instrumental performance that, in turn, results in long-term efficiency. She does not overdo these moments but peppers them throughout the rehearsal to stimulate thinking and also provide time for embouchures and hands to rest. If she had simply tuned the chord using the “10-second rule” without digging in, teaching the concept, and making space for reflection, she would be “condemned to reteach” every time the problem
reappears. Haste makes waste: reflection is crucial for thinking and learning in the instrumental rehearsal hall.

*Imagination.* Both Confucius and Dewey construe thinking as being inextricably linked to feeling. The distinctions between thinking and feeling lie at the heart of educational theories that separate learning into cognitive and affective domains and betray dualistic thinking that harks back to Plato. Both Confucian and Deweyan philosophies support each other to posit an alternative theory where such dualisms do not exist practically. More recently, educational philosophers Israel Scheffler and Richard Stanley Peters characterize the interplay of thinking and feeling as “cognitive emotions” and “rational passions” respectively. Additionally, both Dewey and Confucius see the interrelatedness of thinking, perceiving, and intuiting. Since thinking, feeling, perceiving, and intuiting are interrelated, I follow Mary Reichling to construe them as a suite of facets that comprise the human “imagination.” According to Reichling, imagination is “a power of the whole of human consciousness that employs intuition, perception, thinking, and feeling.” This holistic construal of thinking suggests that the acquisition of conceptual knowledge should not be a strictly rational affair. Instead, teachers should appeal to feeling, perceiving, and intuiting when they teach in order to aid learning.

Applied to the rehearsal hall, instead of teaching for thinking skills *in silo,* attempts should be made to engage the imagination as a whole and relate the cognitive musical concept to feeling, sonic perception, and musical intuition. Ms. Livingston not only teaches the construction of a diminished seventh chord cognitively but also emphasizes its felt qualities: “How does it feel when the diminished 7th chord is out of tune?” “How does it feel when the same chord is in tune?” “What is the musical affect of this chord in this piece?” Ms. Livingston also makes connections between a cognitive understanding of the chord and how her students perceive it:
“What did you hear when the chord was out of tune?” “What did you hear when the chord was in tune?” Playing a series of chords on the keyboard, Ms. Livingston challenges her students to raise up their hands each time they hear a diminished seventh chord. Finally, Ms. Livingston seeks to appeal to the musical intuition of her students. Playing the last phrase of the “Happy Birthday Song” on the keyboard, she concludes the final chord in two ways: the first time using a major chord in the home key, the second time using a diminished seventh chord. She asks:

“Which is the more appropriate chord to end the ‘Happy Birthday Song’?” “If you play this (diminished seventh chord) at your friend’s birthday party, what’s going to happen?” “Is this chord more like tension or release?” In taking an imaginative approach to teaching the concept of the diminished seventh chord, one that engages thinking, feeling, perception, and intuition, Ms. Livingston engages her students more efficaciously than if she were to teach only cognitively.

**Conclusion**

In sum, according to insights from Confucius and Dewey, the teaching of conceptual knowledge in bands and orchestras should begin and end with experience, include reflection, and be done imaginatively (that is, connected to feeling, perceiving, and intuiting). As noted at the beginning of this paper, thinking in music education is influenced by Bruner’s notion of the spiral curriculum and often construed in terms of the acquisition of conceptual knowledge that facilitates transfer. At first sight, this present Confucian-Deweyan theory of thinking may appear different from the spiral curriculum as drawn by music educators with its visually attractive upward swirl towards ever-greater complexities of musical concepts. Schematized in this manner by music educators, the spiral model appears to stress the rational aspects of concept acquisition, leaves no room for reflection, and assumes what Jorgensen calls “causal linearity and the contingency of one level on another.” An examination of Bruner’s writings, however,
suggests that there are several resonances between Bruner’s ideas and those that I am presently positng. Bruner emphasizes the importance of experience, reflection, and intuition in his writings. All these aspects are excluded by this schematic representation of his ideas. Although he writes about the spiral curriculum figuratively, music educators have reified and reduced his ideas by treating them literally and mechanistically.

To take instrumental music education forward, I suggest thinking of the spiral curriculum figuratively rather than literally, heuristically rather than mechanistically. The spiral curriculum may be used as a source of inspiration in the sense of moving from the simple to the complex and the constant revisiting of old ideas rather than as a preconceived subject structure that teachers impose on the students. Music educators may even remove the schematic representation of Bruner’s spiral metaphor altogether. This approach is consistent with Bruner’s own advocacy in his later writings to de-emphasize subject structures in favor of emphasizing the importance of culture. Teachers should teach musical concepts within the overall rehearsal experience rather than abstractly, provide space for reflection, and present concepts imaginatively in ways that involve feeling, perceiving, and intuiting. With this dynamic construal of thinking, the teaching and learning of musical concepts is likely to acquire a new meaning and importance in the instrumental rehearsal hall.

Notwithstanding the insights that Confucius’ and Dewey’s ideas have provided, this theory is limited in drawing only on two philosophical schools. Future studies may draw on the writings of philosophers from other cultures, including Japanese, Korean, Indian, Continental, and British ones. This would not only add on the growing base of cross-cultural philosophical research in music education but also pave the way for a truly transcultural theory of thinking for instrumental music education relevant to the present globalized world.
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